ABSTRACT The small unmanned aerial vehicles are susceptible to wind disturbances due to the turbulent environment at their low operational altitude. Compared to conventional IMU output, the phase-advanced information provided by angular acceleration measurement is more beneficial for flight stability. This paper presents a general and systematic approach to enhance the attitude stability of small fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles. The methodology begins by designing a virtual angular accelerometer (VAA), which is based on 4 MEMS IMUs measurement fusion. Then, the angular acceleration is exploited to estimate and compensate disturbances. Finally, an enhanced attitude control scheme is developed to improve attitude tracking performance, where linear or nonlinear control approaches can be adopted. A VAAbased backstepping controller (BS) is designed and its stability is analyzed via Lyapunov function. Three simulation cases are carried out to verify the performance of tracking accuracy, robustness, and disturbance rejection. PID and backstepping methods are applied to the scheme. As a comparison, a widely used nonlinear disturbance observer (NDO)-based robust controller (RC) is studied. The simulation results show the excellent performance of the sensor-based VAA to observe the fast time-varying disturbance, where the NDO causes the time delay and phase lag. The tracking accuracy of the enhanced controllers (PID+VAA, BS+VAA, and RC+VAA), compared to the basic controllers, are improved by 14.3%-93.7% and the closedloop control systems gain notable robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has attracted public attention in recent years. The PwC estimates the UAV powered market value at over 127 billion$ [1] . The characteristics of UAV, such as low cost, easy accessibility, none pilot casualty and high efficiency, motivate various applications in both civil and military scenarios [2] . Researchers all over the world have been exploring the possibilities of UAVs for decades, particularly of the small ones. Promising applications have arisen in the fields of infrastructure [3] , [4] , agriculture [5] , air quality monitoring [6] , transport [8] , fighting fires [9] and battlefield reconnaissance [10] . Such applications pose new challenges to
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UAVs equipped with optical payload sensors are especially suitable for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions, which require a high level of stability for the sensors to focus on targets. The work of Merritt [11] has shown that the angular vibration of the UAV is usually the largest contributor of the disturbances that affect the optical sensor performance. Large UAVs utilize high-performance inertial platforms to isolate the external disturbances, whereas small UAVs usually have the cameras installed on the airframe directly or low-cost gimbals. For small filming UAVs, disturbances can easily cause defocus and blur in images or even lose targets, which is very likely to result in failure in recognizing and tracking targets. Therefore, for a small UAV, a high degree of angular stability is essential for its ISR-mission quality.
Small UAVs typically fly within the ABL (atmospheric boundary layer: extends up to 5 km above ground). The wind condition here is complicated and changeable, especially in urban area, where turbulence intensities reach 40% within tens of meters above the ground [12] and wind speeds reach 60% of the desired airspeed [14] . The local AOA, across the wing span for a small UAV flying in turbulence near ground, may vary in the order of ±10 • [15] . In windy or turbulent environment, wind perturbations can easily degrade the performance of optical system. Workdays of missions, such as search, rescue and inspection, may be reduced and costs may be increased because of bad weather. Wind disturbance rejection is important for small UAVs to accomplish these tasks.
Mohamed et al. [12] , [16] assert that it is better to detect disturbances relatively quickly, especially before the UAV starts to respond. The commercial gyroscopes require the small UAV to respond inertially to detect a motion perturbation. Angular acceleration measurements provide phaseadvanced information that conventional IMU cannot. It must take unusual steps to measure angular acceleration of a small UAV.
Recently, significant progress has been made on the disturbance rejection control of small rotor UAVs [19] , [32] - [35] . In [34] , a linear extended state observer (LESO) was designed to estimate the unknown disturbance. And the disturbance was compensated to ensure the robustness of the control strategy. To guarantee the closed loop control system converged in finite time, a disturbance observer with finite time convergence (FTDO) was designed to actively online estimate the unknown uncertainties and disturbances [35] . Extended state observers for inner and outer loop were designed to estimate unmeasured states and lumped disturbances [32] . In [19] , [33] , high-order extended state observers were explored to estimate the uncertainties and full-states of quadrotors. These model-based observers were usually built on the estimation that the derivative of disturbanceḋ ≈ 0 or ḋ ≤ C to reach a exponential stability or boundedness. These ESO or DO based control methods showed excellent performance when the UAVs encountered slowvarying disturbances. However, there appears performance degradation of the model-based observers when estimating high frequency disturbances, referring to Fig. 5 .
In circular motion, there exists a simple relationship between angular acceleration and linear acceleration
where, a t and α are the tangential acceleration and angular acceleration respectively of a point rotating around a fixed center and ρ represents the off-center vector. Accelerometers, of course, could be exploited to estimate the angular acceleration. Luckily, MEMS IMUs are cheap and off the shelf. Schopp et al. study the gyroscope-free inertial measurement unit (GF-IMU) composed of only linear accelerometers [17] . The GF-IMU measured the linear acceleration directly and the angular acceleration indirectly via (1).
Two valid accelerometers configurations were tested, both containing 4 × 3 sensors. In [18] , a distributed accelerometers array of different sensor numbers ranging from 14 to 36 was tested, arriving at an empirical formula for estimation error σ e = 0.022 + 1 (n−11) 2 , where n ≥ 12 is the sensor number. Least square algorithm was used to estimate the 12 state variables including angular acceleration.
The existing disturbance rejection control methods show good qualities in compensating slowly-varying disturbances. However, in situations of high-frequency disturbance (airdropping cargo, flying robotic arm) or high-precision attitude control (aerial photography), the model-based observers cause delay and phase lag. In this paper, we take advantage of the high response frequency of MEMS IMU to design a virtual angular accelerometer to observe disturbance and develop an enhanced attitude control scheme. Our contributions are listed below: 1) We propose a novel method to measure angular acceleration based on multi-IMUs information fusion, which is used to estimate the disturbances. Unlike conventional model-based observers, the sensor-based observer has a very fast response time in <10 ms, which is suitable for high-frequency disturbance and high-precision attitude control. And the fusion results also provide better measurements of inertial states. 2) Based on the sensor-based virtual angular accelerometer, we design an enhanced attitude control structure to improve the flight performance.
3) The enhanced control scheme shows remarkable improvement and robustness against uncertainties and disturbances.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The Small UAV used here is described in Section II. Section III presents the virtual angular accelerometer. The enhanced attitude control strategy and the abundant simulations are presented in Section IV and Section V respectively. Conclusions and future work are described in Section VI.
II. SMALL FIXED-WING UAV DYNAMICS
The Ultra Stick 25e (US 25e) aircraft chosen for the research is a commercially available small RC model airplane with a conventional configuration, which has a main wing, a vertical tail and a horizontal tail with aileron, rudder and elevator respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 Newton-Euler formulation [20] 
where, ω = [p, q, r] T represents the angular velocities in B, and Q is the transformation matrix defined in (3). M and T denote the aerodynamic moment and the external disturbance torque in B respectively. The inertia tensor I is constant and defined in the body frame.
The abbreviations s * , c * and t * denote, respectively, sin( * ), cos( * ) and tan( * ).
It is assumed that the X b O b Z b plane is the plane of symmetry of the airplane, thus the products of inertia I xy = I yz = 0. The detailed aerodynamics of US 25e is described in Appendix A. The general mass and geometry characteristics are given in Table. 1 [21] .
III. VIRTUAL ANGULAR ACCELEROMETER
In this section, a virtual angular accelerometer is proposed. The virtual sensor is based on multi-IMUs fusion. The IMUs implementation will be presented. And the extended Kalman filter will be used to fuse the inertial information to estimate the disturbance.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A more generalized mechanical formula of (1) can be given as
where, N is a point fixed in a free rigid body B shown in Fig. 2 However, phase lag and error are the paradoxical problems faced by researchers. The MEMS IMU can provide linear acceleration and angular velocity information, which is natural for angular acceleration estimation.
B. IMUS IMPLEMENTATION
In this work, three additional MEMS IMUs marked blue are installed into the airplane illustrated in Fig. 3 . Together with the original IMU in the avionics system marked red, there are 4 IMUs embedded in the rigid airframe. As a low-cost MEMS IMU designed towards consumer use, the MPU-6050 is often the primary Motion-Tracking device [22] . The MPU-6050 integrated a 3-axis gyroscope and a 3-axis accelerometer in a tiny 4 × 4 × 0.9 mm package, is still popular in open-hardware community. Three MPU-6050 chip modules (IMU1-IMU3) are used in the research, which cost about 10 $. Though the design will increase the expenditure slightly, the benefits are obvious, for example, the redundant measurements enhance the reliability of the avionics system [23] . The locations of the IMUs are given in Table. 2. The orientations of the Sensing Axes are aligned with the Body Axes, which make the installation and calibration easier.
In the work, the MPU-6050 was configured at sample time of 4 ms. Registers DLPF_CFG=1 and SMPLRT_DIV=3. The IMU was tested and the output raw data has statistical properties of σ acc = 0.035 m/s 2 , and σ gyro = 0.12 • /s.
C. EKF FUSION METHOD
The additional 3 IMUs provide redundant inertial information. To obtain inertial state from the raw measurement data, proper estimation methods must be employed. Least square estimation and Kalman filter are commonly used methods [23] . And to relieve the communication burden and achieve an appropriate estimation accuracy, event-trigger filters may help [7] , [13] , [24] , [31] .
From (2) we know that linear acceleration f b and angular acceleration α b are all driven by internal and external factors. The external disturbances are usually random and unknown. In state tracking problem, the unknown state is usually modeled as Constant Velocity or Constant Acceleration driven by noise. In this work, CA model is adopted to build the process model. Define the state
The discrete statefunctions can be given by
where, t denotes the sampling time interval, k + 1 and k are indices of the time series. w f and w α are process noises driven the states. For a US 25e airplane flying in calm and windy environment, the standard deviation of w f and w α may increase up to 10 times according to Dryden Wind Turbulence Model, shown in Table. 3. Since the driven noise changes considerably in different weather conditions, σ (w f ) and σ (w α ) may be adjusted manually. Moreover, simulation reveals that EKF is robust against the perturbation of the two parameters. From (B-5) in Appendix B, the measurement functions can be obtained as follows,
. . .
where, F * (f b , α b , ω b ) are nonlinear functions. Hence, we obtain 9 linear state-functions (6) and 24(9 nonlinear) measurement functions (7), which can be rewritten as
where, x and z are the states and measurements respectively, represents the state transfer matrix, h[ * ] denotes the nonlinear measurement functions. w and v stand for the process and measurement noise vectors, which are assumed as zero mean white noises satisfying
The fusion of the 24 IMU outputs is performed by Extended Kalman filter (EKF) which is suitable for the nonlinear filtering. The EKF approximates a nonlinear function by the Taylor series expansion, retaining first-order term and VOLUME 7, 2019 omitting second-order and high-order terms. The Jacobian matrix is defined by
The discrete extended Kalman filter equations are presented as follows, (15) A schematic of the EKF algorithm is summarized in Algorithm. 1.
Algorithm 1 EKF Algorithm
Require:x(0|0), P(0|0) 1: for k = 0 to k end do 2: Estimatex(k + 1|k) by (10) 3:
Estimate P(k + 1|k) by (11) 4:
Calculate H(k + 1) by (12) 5:
Calculate K(k + 1) by (13) 6:
Updatex(k + 1|k + 1) by (14) 7:
Update P(k + 1|k + 1) by (15) 8: end for Fig. 4 shows the results of the multi-IMUs fusion. The angular acceleration can be measured by the virtual sensor. The accuracy of the virtual sensor σ (α b ) = 2.4 • /s 2 . The accuracy of the IMU measurements is improved, shown in Table. 4. of 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz. The higher the frequency of the disturbance is, the greater the NDO phase lag is. The observer gain K NDO is increased from 1 to 8 labeled in each sub-figure from top to bottom. The time delay and phase lag are decreased when increasing K NDO . Although the time delay and phase lag of NDO may be improved by increasing the observer gain, the observation noise is increased dramatically. The rapidity and accuracy of NDO are a pair of contradictions. The NDO seems not suitable for estimation of fast timevarying disturbances because of the preconditionḋ ≈ 0. However, the VAA (marked red in the figures) maintains very short time delay and phase lag, and the observation noise is relatively small.
In further study, the NDO shows good performance in estimating slowly time-varying and constant disturbances. The reason why VAA has high response frequency is that the MEMS IMU has a output frequency up to 1000Hz, which means the VAA has a time delay of milliseconds. The defect of VAA is that it needs additional hardware devices and structural designs, and the 24-dimensional EKF consumes more computing and power resources. However, the NDO has a relatively simple structure.
IV. ENHANCED ATTITUDE CONTROL SCHEME A. CONTROL STRUCTURE
Fixed-wing small UAV, such as US 25e, has three aerodynamic control surfaces -aileron δ a , elevator δ e , and rudder δ r , to generate roll, pitch and yaw torques respectively, and a propeller to generate thrust force. Obviously, the attitude subsystem is fully actuated [25] . The full-actuated property of the attitude subsystem guarantees that the external disturbance torque might be compensated precisely and immediately. Our objective is to design a flight controller to enhance the attitude subsystem stability.
A general control scheme of US 25e is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The enhancement structure, high-lighted by a red-dotted box, is cascaded to the conventional flight controller. The structure can be employed to linear or nonlinear flight control methods to enhance attitude stability. δ a0 , δ e0 , and δ r0 are initial controller command. Here, we assume that the disturbance T is bounded. If the disturbance is beyond the control authority of the small UAV, it is difficult to maintain a stable flight and not the problem to be solved in this paper.
In order to reduce the airplane angular vibration, the key is to estimate the disturbance torque and compensate precisely. From (2), we can get T = Iω − ω × Iω − M. Angular acceleration α b can be estimated accurately with little phase lag, which lays the foundation of estimating disturbance torque effectively. The estimation of disturbance torqueT can be given asT
A noticeable way to compensate the disturbance torque is to deflect the control surface to counteract the torque as depicted in Fig. 6 , where B is the control allocation matrix defined in (17) . A first order servo model is incorporated in the compensation algorithm to eliminate the algebraic loop, where a pre-filter is utilized to solve the problem [26] .
For attitude subsystem (2), the control input u can be designed as where, u f and u c are the feedback and compensation actions, respectively. The term u c can be chosen as −T to compensate the disturbance.
Here we employ backstepping method to design a feedback control signal u f as an example [29] , [36] . Define x 1 = ξ and x 2 = ω. The longitudinal kinetic equations (2) can be rewritten as a more general strict feedback form:
where, g 1 = Q, f 2 = −I −1 ω × Iω and g 2 = I −1 . We design the enhanced control law as:
where, x 2d = g −1 1 (ẋ 1d − c 1 z 1 ). z 1 = x 1 − x 1d and z 2 = x 2 − x 2d are tracking errors. c 1 and c 2 are designed control gains.
It can be seen from the preceding analysis that the disturbance torque can be compensated by deflecting the flaps directly. However, it might not be easy for the case of disturbance force. The components of aerodynamic force generated by the flaps are much smaller than that by changing flow angles, for instance, C δ e L < 0.01C α L , which is why the outer loop subsystem is under actuated. To compensate disturbance force for a conventional airplane, its attitude must be changed firstly. In other words, it is almost impossible to compensate external force without changing the attitude.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS
The EKF is a widely-used mature tool in information fusion. The robustness and effectiveness of the filter are verified in many applications. Considering the nonlinear stochastic system given by (8) and the EKF as stated in (10) to (15) , the estimation error of EKF is stochastic stability, if we elaborately choose the initial valuesx(0|0) and P(0|0) [37] .
For the convenience of control stability analysis, the compensation term u c is modified as follows:
where, T max is a constant that assumed as the upper bound of the disturbance. The modification do not change the estimator performance. Thus, the synthesis control law (20) is rewritten as
Theorem 1: Consider the controller (22) , the estimator (21) and the attitude system described by (19) suffering bounded disturbance. The closed-loop signals in (23) are bounded and z i converges to a bounded neighborhood of z i = 0.
Proof: Select the following Lyapunov function:
The derivative of V is calculated aṡ (22), the derivative of V s can be further calculated asV
where, the disturbance estimation errorT = T − sat(T ). It is obvious thatT is bounded and T < 2T max . Equation (25) can be rewritten as the following form:
where, c = min{c 1 , c 2 }, ρ = z T 2 g 2T . Therefore, V s converges exponentially until V s ρ c [36] .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the effectiveness and the robustness of the proposed hierarchical enhanced control structure were evaluated through 3 simulation cases. The general descriptions of the SUAV are given in Table. 1 To show the excellent performance of the enhanced attitude control scheme, its performance was compared to the basic controller. We designed two basic controllers: a linear PID controller and a nonlinear backstepping controller (BS). The PID controller had a three-channel structure. The BS controller was presented at IV-A. The basic controllers (PID, BS) and the enhanced attitude controllers (PID+VAA, BS+VAA) shared the same control parameters. To compare the disturbance rejection performance, a NDO based Robust controller (RC, RC+NDO, and RC+VAA) was also studied (Refer to Appendix C).
The three controllers parameters were summarized in Table. 5. The rise times of the three channels were 0.15 s, 0.08 s, and 0.17 s for pitch, roll, and yaw PID controllers, respectively. The basic BS control gains (c 1 and c 2 ) and the basic RC gains (λ 1 and λ 2 ) were tuned to ensure that the 3 controllers had similar tracking performance (TE ≈ 0.65), seeing also Table. 6.
The MPU-6050 outputs were simulated by adding Gaussian random numbers to actual values. The standard deviations of the random numbers were based on experiments in III: σ acc = 0.035 m/s 2 , and σ gyro = 0.12 • /s.
In order to quantify the attitude tracking performance, a state tracking root-mean-square error TE is defined as
where, x(t) and x c (t) are the state and command respectively. Obviously, the smaller the TE is, the better the tracking performance is. The following simulation cases were carried out using Matlab/Simulink at a fixed time step of 4 ms. The wind speed at 6 m (20 feet) above ground was selected as 15.4 m/s (30 knots), which represented moderate turbulent environment according to Dryden Wind Turbulence Model.
A. TRACKING EULERIAN ANGLE COMMAND Fig. 8 showed the Eulerian angle tracking performance of the PID and backstepping controllers. Two kinds of Eulerian command were drawn in the same figure, marked blue: constant value command in 0-10 s and sinusoidal waveform command in 10-20 s. The attitude responses of the basic controllers (PID, BS) were the red lines. And the enhanced attitude responses (PID+VAA, BS+VAA) were drawn in yellow. Even though both the basic controllers can keep track with the command, the tracking performance of the enhanced attitude controllers were much better. As shown in Table. 6, the enhanced attitude controllers PID+VAA and BS+VAA achieved great improvements against the basic controllers. For PID controller, the biggest improvement in tracking performance had been observed in roll channel to about 81%, yet the improvement in pitch channel seemed less. That might be because the conventional pitch channel PID controller already had a relatively good performance. The enhanced backstepping controller showed accordant improvement to about 90% in roll, pitch, and yaw channels.
To compare VAA with NDO, the Robust controller (RC) was simulated in 3 modes: the basic RC, the RC+VAA, and RC+NDO. The results were depicted in Fig. 9 . Both the RC+VAA and RC+NDO, compared to the basic RC, can increase attitude tracking accuracy. The detailed improvements were presented in Table. 6. It can be seen that the VAA based RC is better than the NDO based RC. 
B. ROBUSTNESS TESTS
To verify the robustness of the enhanced control strategy, the model uncertainties were introduced in the simulation. The inertia I and aerodynamic C perturbations and IMU installation ρ errors were listed below:
The results of 50 times Monte Carlo experiments were depicted in Fig. 10 . It clearly revealed that the enhanced controllers decreased the root-mean-square error TE and improved the control performance in almost all Monte Carlo tests. Furthermore, the enhanced controllers showed stronger robustness against the uncertainties. The blue lines showed the robustness of basic controllers and the red lines for enhanced controllers. The red lines were lower and less fluctuant than the blues lines. Fig. (c) showed the comparison of VAA and NDO. The both could improve the performance and robustness of the basic RC controller. The VAA based RC was a little better than the NDO based RC.
C. FLIGHT WITH DISTURBANCE TORQUE
In this case, sinusoidal and square waveform disturbance torques were involved in the flight to exam the enhanced controller performance. The sine wave torque T sine was given by
where, the amplitudes (1.2, 4, 0.7) were of the same order of magnitude as the control authority. The square wave disturbances were set as amplitudes of (1.2, 4, 0.7), period of 1s, and duty cycle of 50%. As shown in Fig. 11 and 12 , it was easy to see that the disturbance rejection performance of VAA based controllers were much better than the basic ones. The attitudes under enhanced attitude controllers were almost unaffected by disturbance torque, while it seemed more susceptible for those under the basic controllers. Fig. 13 (a) and 13(b) gave a close look at the performance of the Robust controller against sine wave and square wave disturbances respectively. Both the VAA based Robust control and the NDO based Robust control, compared with the basic Robust control, showed good disturbance rejection performance. Nevertheless, the enhanced scheme controller (RC+VAA) was better than the NDO based Robust controller (RC+NDO).
To show the performance of enhanced attitude control scheme, the comparison of BS+VAA and RC+NDO was illustrated in Fig. 14 . The enhanced attitude controller showed a better performance than the commonly studied NDO based controller in the presence of fast time-varying disturbances. When subjected to quasi-constant disturbance, they had similar performance.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an enhanced attitude control scheme based on multi-IMUs fusion is proposed for small unmanned aerial vehicles. Three simulation cases are conducted to validate the enhanced flight control performance against turbulence, uncertainties and disturbances. As a distinctive feature, three additional MEMS IMUs, installed off the mass center, are fused to estimate angular acceleration and external disturbance by employing the extended Kalman filter. The developed fusion method shows efficient and reliable performance for disturbance estimation. It can be seen from these simulation results that the enhanced controllers are effective in accomplishing output tracking goals while being robust against uncertainties and disturbances during flight. The enhanced scheme is compatible with linear and nonlinear control methods.
This work is based on a rigid body assumption. The elastic vibration of the airframe may influence the accelerometer output. In future work, we may take into account the flexibility of the airframe.
APPENDIX A US 25E AERODYNAMICS
The aerodynamic forces [F x , F y , F z ] and moments [M x , M y , M z ] in body frame B are defined by
where,q is the dynamic pressure. C x , C y , C z and C l , C m , C n are the aerodynamic coefficients given by In (A-1)-(A-5), δ a , δ e , and δ r are the aileron, elevator, and rudder deflection angles respectively. V is the airspeed.
The aerodynamic data of US 25e is presented in Table. 7. The nominal coefficients are from Paw's work [27] . These parameters were refined by flight test parameter identification.
APPENDIX B IMU MEASUREMENT MODEL
The MPU-6050 IMU output three orthogonal angular velocity measurements and three orthogonal linear acceleration measurements. There is little correlation between angular measurement and IMU location in a free-moving rigid object, while linear acceleration measurement is strongly affected by the sensor position.
Note that, accelerometers are basically measuring the specific force f . The relationship between f and the absolute acceleration a at point N can be given by f N = a N − g, where g is the gravitational acceleration [28] , and accordingly, the specific force at center of mass f b equals a b − g. Combing (5), f N can be rewritten as
Supposing that an accelerometer is located at position N (represented by vector ρ, refer to Fig. 2 ) of the rigid airframe with the sensing orientation vector s. The ideal specific force output of the accelerometer can be given by
Resolving the vectors in (B-1) and (B-2) into body frame, we have the following equations,
Thus (B-2) can be rewritten in a scalar form:
Similarly, the ideal measurement of a gyroscope can be given by
The measurement errors of MEMS IMU are usually modeled as misalignment error, scale factor error, bias and random noise. To focus on the core problem, only additive white Gaussian noise is considered after calibration. Hence, the measurements of IMU i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) can be expressed as
where, ξ and ζ are noise. Because the 4 IMUs are installed parallel to the airframe body axes, the 24 measurement functions of the IMUs are easily obtained by combining Table. 2. It is easy to verify that IMU 0 has the simplest form as follows,
A 0y = f y + ξ 0y
Nevertheless, IMU 1 -IMU 3 have more complicated expressions, for example, IMU 1 with
(B-7)
APPENDIX C DISTURBANCE OBSERVER
The attitude dynamics (2) can be transformed into a cascaded form [32] - [34] (E T IE)ξ = −(
where, E = Q −1 , ξ = [φ, θ, ψ] T are Euler angles, and is skew-symmetric matrix form of ω. A simplified expression of (C-1) is given below, Jξ = −Cξ + τ 1 + d 1 .
(C-2)
A widely used nonlinear disturbance observer (NDO) from [30] can be given bẏ z = −KJ −1 z + KJ −1 (Cξ − τ 1 − Kξ ),
where, K is the observer gain,d 1 is the disturbance estimation. The estimation of disturbance in body frameT is Q Td 1 . Note that, the NDO is based on an assumption that disturbances d 1 are slowly time-varying, that is,ḋ 1 ≈ 0.
For (C-2), the input control torque τ 1 can be given by
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